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                            We are creative & Digital
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                            ABOUT MAK International

                            

                            MAK International is the founder company of Bitether (BTR)
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                                    MAK International, is the Crypto Currency Education Training Company actively working in the Crypto Industry since 2013. Crypto trading is attracting many people worldwide. Traders are looking for tools that can help them improve their trading. Autotrading platforms like the Bitcoin Bank Breaker can help traders to simplify the trading process. Visit https://www.etf-nachrichten.de/autotrading/bitcoin-bank-breaker/ to find out more about this platform.
MAK International is associated with Real Estate Development Industry Too.
We have already conducted 100+ seminars and presentations on Crypto Currency and Blockchain Technology.

                            

                            
                                Looking at our in-depth Knowledge, Motivation and Passion towards the crypto field, many people who attended our seminars and presentations ask us to create our own crypto currency or digital token.
Thus, we have planned and created our own digital crypto token named “Bitether”. Exploring presales with potential can help you find more such coins and maximize gains in the ever-evolving world of cryptocurrency.
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                                BTR Applied
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                                BTR Alloted
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                                Happy User
                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                    OUR MISSION

                            
Take Bitether (BTR) into the list of top traded crypto currencies in the world till 2020. 
Make Bitether (BTR) most valuable crypto currency in term of market capitalization.

                    

                       
                    OUR VISION

                            
Make Bitether (BTR) an incredible Payment gateway for online and offline users till 2025 
Enter into maximum countries of the world as most trusted plateform for financial transactions.  

                    

                

            

        
		        
            
			         
                    Token Distribution Pattern

                    

                    We have planned to distribute Bitether in very unique pattern as follow:
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                    INVESTMENT BONUS OF ICO

                    

                    Based on the early entry into the ICO of BTR, we offer different bonus slabs for Investors

                

                

                
                    
                          

                        18th Sept 17 – 17th Oct. 17
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                        18th Oct. 17 – 17th Nov. 17
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                        18th Nov. 17 – 17th Dec. 17
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                        18th Dec. 17 – 27th Jan. 18
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                            Phase I (Cold Constant)

                            In the first phase of ICO, the rate of BTR will be $0.01 constant for the period of 30 days from ICO Opening Date.

                        

                    

                    
                        

                        
                            Phase II (Hot Growing)

                            In the second phase of ICO, the rate of BTR will increase gradually as per the demand increases for the period of next 100 days till the listing of BTR on exchange.

                        

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Phase III (Variable Trading)

                            In the third phase of ICO, the BTR token will be listed in private or International Exchange, So, the rate of BTR will depend on the trading scenario.

                        

                    

                

            

        
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            BTR Listing

                            

                            After increasing trading volume of BTR on company’s exchange, BTR will be listed on any one crypto currency exchange and will be traded there on. 
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                        Firstly, after the period of 130 days of ICO, the listing of BTR will be on the company’s private exchange i.e.
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                    CRYPTO MUTUAL FUND (FUND UTILIZATION)

                    

                    We have planned most profitable portfolio system using different invetment options in crypto industry called “Crypto Mutual Fund”. This is the concept adopted for the first time in the history of Crypto World. Fund raised using this ICO will be used as per the following break up

                

 

                 
                    
                        
                            Marketing & Bonus Exp

                            Expected monthly return 0%
                            
                                

                            

								 


                        

                        

                        
                            Crypto Currency Trading

                            >Expected monthly return 10% to 15%
                            
                                

                            

                            	BTC, ETH, LTC, GNT, STRAT, DGB, STR, BCC, Etc


                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Crypto Currency Mining

                            >Expected monthly return 15% to 20%
                            
                                

                            

                            	 Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum & Dash Coin


                        

                        

                        
                            Mining Machine Business

                            >Expected monthly return 10% to 15%
                            
                                

                            

                            	 S9, L3+, X11, R9, etc


                        

                    

                

            

        
		
            
                
                    
                        
                            Redemption Options

                            

                            BTR can be redeemed on the following options 

                        

                       
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Internal transfers
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Bittrexchange.com (After ICO Phases)
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            E-Shopping Portal (www.cryptoemall.com)
                                        
                                    

                                

                                
                                    
                                        
                                            Real Estate Offline Properties
                                        
                                    

                                
 
								 
                                    
                                        
                                            International Exchanges (After Listing)
                                        
                                    

                                
 
                            

                        

                    

                

            

        
			
			
                
                    What we accept for BTR
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                            LATEST NEWS & UPDATES
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                            	 Telegram
	 Facebook
	 Twitter
	 Youtube
	 Instagram
	 LinkedIn
	 Github


                        
 
                    

                

            

        
        
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                Contact Us

                            

                            
                                
                                    
                                    Address:

                                    India

                                

                                
                                    
                                    Email Id:

                                    [email protected]

                                

                                
                                    
                                    Phone Number:

                                    1800 200 4008 (Indian User)
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                                    get support
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